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We consider a generald-dimensional quantum system of non-interacting particles
in a very large~formally infinite! container. We prove that, in equilibrium, the
fluctuations in the density of particles in a subdomainL of the container are de-
scribed by a large deviation function related to the pressure of the system. That is,
untypical densities occur with a probability exponentially small in the volume ofL,
with the coefficient in the exponent given by the appropriate thermodynamic po-
tential. Furthermore, small fluctuations satisfy the central limit theorem. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!01803-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Statistical mechanics is the bridge between the microscopic world of atoms and the m
scopic world of bulk matter. In particular it provides a prescription for obtaining macrosc
properties of systems in thermal equilibrium from a knowledge of the microscopic Hamilto
This prescription becomes mathematically precise and elegant in the limit in which the size
system becomes very large on the microscopic scale~but not large enough for gravitationa
interactions between the particles to be relevant!. Formally this corresponds to considering neut
or charged particles with effective translation invariant interactions inside a container and
the infinite-volume or thermodynamic limit~TL!. This is the limit in which the volumeuVu of the
containerV grows to infinity along some specified regular sequences of domains, say cub
balls, while the particle and energy density approach some finite limiting value.1–4 This limit
provides a precise way for eliminating ‘‘finite size’’ effects.

It is then an important result~a theorem, under suitable assumptions! of statistical mechanics
that the bulk properties of a physical system, computed from the thermodynamic potentials v
of the commonly used Gibbs ensembles~microcanonical, canonical, grand canonical, etc.!, have
well-defined ‘‘equivalent’’ TLs.1–3 These free energy densities are furthermore proven to be
same for a suitable class of ‘‘boundary conditions’’~bc!, describing the interaction of the syste
with the walls and the ‘‘outside’’ of its container. When this independence of bc is ‘‘str
enough,’’ the bulk free energies also yield information about normal fluctuations and large d
tions ~LD!, in particle number and energy, inside regionsL that are macroscopically large bu
significantly smaller thanV. The restriction touLu!uVu means that we deal here withsemi-local,
rather than global, LD.

The purpose of this note is to study semi-local LD for quantum systems. This seems in
ing since the real world is quantum mechanical, with the classical description being an esse
uncontrolled approximation, albeit a very good one in many circumstances. For classical sy
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the theory of such semi-local LD is well developed.5–7 In contrast, for quantum systems, on
results on global LD are available,1,8–10which are augmented by a theory of normal and anom
lous fluctuations for local observables.11–13

In this paper we consider the semi-local LD in the number of particles for the sim
continuum quantum systems, namely the ideal quantum fluids. Their normal fluctuations w
shown to be a corollary of our LD result.

A. Classical systems

We begin by considering a classical system ofN particles of massm in a domain, say a
cubical boxV,Rd, interacting with each other through a sufficiently rapidly decaying pair
tential f(r ), e.g., a Lennard-Jones potential. The Hamiltonian of the system is then given

H~N,V;b!5
1

2m (
i 51

N

pi
21

1

2 (
1<Þ j <N

f~r i j !1(
i 51

N

ub~r i !, ~I.1!

wherepiPRd, r iPV, r i j 5ur i2r j u, andub(r i) represents the interaction of thei th particle with
the world outside of the boundary ofV. This boundary interaction~indicated here and in the
sequel byb! is in addition to the action of the implicitly assumed ‘‘hard wall’’ which keeps t
particles confined toV. The dynamic effect of the latter is to reflect the normal component of
particle’s momentum when it hits the wall. However, sometimes it is convenient to replace it
periodic boundary conditions,14 dropping the boundary termub in ~I.1!.

For a macroscopic system in equilibrium at reciprocal temperatureb and chemical potentia
m, the grand canonical Gibbs ensemble then gives the probability density for finding exacN
particles insideV,Rd at the phase pointXN5(r1 ,p1 ,...,rN ,pN)5(RN ,PN)PGN5VN3RdN as

n~Xnub,m,V,b!5
~N! !21h2Nd exp@2b~H~N,V;b!2mN!#

J~b,muV,b!
. ~I.2!

HereJ is the grand canonical partition function

J5 (
N50

`

~N! !21lB
2dNebmNE

VN
dr1 . . . drNe2b/2(f~r i j !2b(ub~r i !5 (

N50

`

ebmNQ~b,NuV,b!,

~I.3!

andQ(b,NuV,b) is the canonical partition function. We usehdN, h being Planck’s constant, as th
unit of volume in the phase spaceGN , so lB5hAb/(2pm) is the de Broglie wave length. Th
finite-volume, boundary-condition dependent, grand canonical pressure is

p~b,muV,b!5~buVu!21 logJ~b,muV,b!. ~1.4!

Taking now the TL,V↗Rd, we obtain, for a suitable class of bc, an intrinsic~bc independent!
grand canonical pressurep(b,m). This is related to the Helmholtz free energy densitya(b,r) in
the canonical ensemble, obtained whenJ is replaced byQ21(b,NuV,b) in ~I.4! and the limit is
taken in such a way thatN/uVu→r, a specified particle density. The relation betweenp anda is
given by the usual thermodynamic formula involving the Legendre transform

p~b,m!5sup
r

@rm2a~b,r!#5p~b,r̄ !, ~I.5!

wherep~b, r! is the TL of the canonical pressure

p~b,r!52r2
]~a/r!

]r
~I.6!
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and

r̄~b,m!5
]p

]m
~b,m! ~I.7!

is the average density in the grand canonical ensemble.
At a first-order phase transitionm° r̄(b,m) is discontinuous and the left/right limits of th

derivative on the rhs of~I.7! give the density in the coexisting phases. In our discussion we s
restrict ourselves to values of the parametersb andm for which the system is in a unique phas
We can of course also go from the grand canonical pressure to the Helmholtz free energy
by the inverse of~I.5!,

a~b,r!5sup
m

@rm2p~b,m!#. ~I.8!

Let P(NVPDuVuub,m,V,b) be the probability of finding a total particle density inV ~i.e.,
NV /uVu) in the intervalD5@n1 ,n2#. Then, forb in the right class of bc, we have~almost by
definition! that

lim
V↗Rd

~buVu!21 log P~NVPDuVuub,m,V,b!5 sup
nPD

@a~b,r̄ !2a~b,n!1m~r̄2n!#, ~I.9!

were r̄ is given by~I.7!. In probabilistic language, this means that, up to a vertical transla
2a(b,n)2mn is the LD functional, or rate function, for density fluctuations.@Note thata(b,r)
may be infinite for some values ofr, i.e., whenf(r )5`, for r ,D, andr is above the close-
packing density of balls with diameterD.#

On the other hand, the fluctuations in all ofV are clearly bc and ensemble dependent~they are
nonexistent in the canonical ensemble! and therefore not an intrinsic property of the syste
Physically more relevant are the fluctuations not in the whole volumeV but in a regionL inside
V. Of particular interest is the case whenL is very large on the microscopic scale but still ve
small compared toV. The proper idealization of this situation is to first take the TL,V↗Rd, and
then let L itself become very large. We are thus interested in the probabilityP(NL

PDuLuub,m), for L a large region in an infinite system obtained by taking the TL. This pr
ability should now be an intrinsic property of a uniform single-phase macroscopic system
acterized either by a chemical potentialm or by a densityr.

A little thought shows that this probability corresponds to considering the grand cano
ensemble of a system of particles in a domainL with boundary interactions of the type

ub~r i !5 (
k51

`

f~ ur i2xku!, r iPL,xkPLc, ~I.10!

i.e., we imagine that the boundary interactions come from particles of the same type as
insideL, specified to be at positionsx1 ,x2 ,... outsideL. These positions must then be averag
over according to the infinite-volume Gibbs measure. It follows then, from the independen
the bulk properties of the system of the boundary conditions, that Eq.~I.9! is still correct, that is,

lim
L↗Rd

~buLu!21 log P~NLPDuLuub,m!5 sup
nPD

@a~b,r̄ !2a~b,n!1m~r̄2n!#. ~I.11!

This relation is indeed a theorem for classical systems, under fairly general conditions.3,15,6

B. Quantum systems

It is Eq. ~I.11! and similar formulas for fluctuations in the energy density which we wan
generalize to quantum systems. To do this, we begin by considering the boundary con
 2011 to 128.6.62.225. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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imposed on theN-particle wave functionsC(r1 ,...,rNuV) for a quantum system in the domainV.
Usually this is done by requiring that whenever anyr i is at the boundary ofV, r iP]V, thenC is
equal toa times its normal derivative

C~r1 ,...,rNuV!5ani•
]

]r i
C~r1 ,...,rNuV! ~I.12!

with a50 corresponding to Dirichlet anda51` to Neumann boundary conditions.
Denote byba the elastic boundary condition~I.12!. The existence of the TL of the gran

canonical pressurep(b,muV,b0) has been proven for quantum systems with stable potentials,1 and
for positive potentials it is established that the pressure does not depend ona.16 But, as far as we
are aware, the dependence onub(r i) has not been studied systematically, with the exception of
regime covered by the low-density expansion of Ginibre.17,18This only shows that the dependen
on the boundary is not so well understood for continuous quantum systems.

To investigate the density fluctuations in quantum systems we note that the momentum
ables did not play any role in the derivation of~I.9! and~I.11! for classical systems. The only thin
relevant, when considering particle number fluctuations, is the probability density in the co
ration space. This is given for a classical system by integratingn in ~I.2! over the momentum
variables, whose distribution is always a product of Gaussians~Maxwellians!. For a quantum
system, where the analog of~I.2! is the density matrixn̂, the configuration probability density i
given by the diagonal elements ofn̂ in the position representation. For the grand canon
ensemble this can be written as

Ŵ~RNub,m,V,ba!5
ebmN(guCg~RNuV,ba!u2e2bEg

Ĵ
, ~I.13!

whereCg and Eg are the eigenstates and eigenvalues ofHN with the suitable statistics andba

bc.1,19

It is clear from the derivation of the TL1,2 that, whenf(r ) is superstable, the TL for the
canonical ensemble exists for allrP@n1 ,n2# with bc ba . Then ~I.9! carries over to quantum
systems. The real problem is how to prove~I.11! for these systems.Ŵ is no longer a Gibbs
measure with a pair potential as interaction and there is no good reason to expect it to be a
measure for any other ‘‘reasonable’’ many-body potential.15 @Even if the latter were the case, th
potential would almost certainly depend on the density and temperature of the system and
therefore not carry directly any information on~I.11!.# It might in fact appear that there is n
strong reason why~I.11! should hold for quantum systems. The reason for expecting it to be
is that it is a thermodynamic-type relation and such relations are in general unaffected
transition from the classical to the quantum formalism. More explicitly, we see the differ
between~I.9! and ~I.11! as involving only boundary-type quantities which should become ir
evant whenL is of macroscopic size. The proof of such a statement is however far from ob
~to us!and we therefore devote the rest of this note to proving it in the~technically!simplest case
where there are no interactions between the particles, i.e., the ideal gas with either Bose–E
or Fermi–Dirac statistics. It turns out that even in this case the proof requires a certain amo
work.

II. MAIN RESULTS

We consider ad-dimensional square boxV5@2 l /2,l/2#d. For computational convenience w
choose periodic boundary conditions, but we do not expect our results to depend on this pa
choice. ~In fact, we will restrict the thermodynamic parameters to the one-phase region.! In V
there is an ideal fluid~either Fermi or Bose!in thermal equilibrium, as described by the gra
canonical ensemble. We label the Bose fluid, shorthand BE, with the index1, and the Fermi fluid,
shorthand FD, with the index2, and introduce the Fock space
 2011 to 128.6.62.225. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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F6
V 5C% %

n51

`

L6
2 ~Vn!, ~II.1!

where L6
2 (Vn) is the n-particle space of all symmetric, resp. antisymmetric, square-integr

functions onVn. Of course, forn51, L6
2 (V)5L2(V). In the sequel, in order to keep the notatio

light, we will often drop sub- or superscripts whenever there is no ambiguity.
Particles do not interact. Therefore the many-particle Hamiltonian in the boxV can be written

conveniently in the form

~II.2!

wherehV , the one-particle Hamiltonian onL2(V), is defined through the one-particle energye(k)
in momentum space. This means that, ifuk& denotes the momentum eigenvector@represented in
L2(V) ascV

(k)(x)5eik•x], thenhVuk&5e(k)uk& with kPV85(2pZ/ l )d, the dual ofV.
We assumee(k) to be continuous,e(0)50 as a normalization, ande(k).0 for kÞ0. Also

e(k)'ukug for small k ande(k)>ukua for largek, with a, g.0. Furthermore, we require

E ddxU E ddk eik•x
1

ebe~k!2bm2«
U,` ~II.3!

for «561, b.0, and suitablem. @One might note the similarities between~II.3! and the space-
clustering condition of Refs. 11 and 12, which ensures that generic observables there have
fluctuations.#

The standard example of a nonrelativistic, resp. relativistic, kinetic energy for a partic
massm is e(k)5k2/(2m), resp. e(k)5Am2c41k2c22mc2 ~having set Planck’s constant\
51). Both functions satisfy the above conditions. The relativistic case includesm50, although
this is not immediately obvious—cf. Appendix A 1 for details.

We observe thatHV may be rewritten as a quadratic form in the creation and annihila
operators on the Fock spaceF. Let ak* be the operator that creates a particle in the stateuk& andak

the corresponding annihilator. Then

HV5(
k

e~k!ak* ak5(
j ,k

^ j uhVuk&aj* ak5^auhVua&. ~II.4!

We fix b.0 andmPR for FD, resp.m,0 for BE. The grand canonical state in the volum
V is defined by

^A&6,m
V 5

TrF
6
V ~Ae2bHV1bmN!

J6
V ~m!

~II.5!

for every bounded operatorA onF6
V . N5NV is the operator for the number of particles in the b

V, NuL
6
2 (Vn)5n1L

6
2 (Vn) , and J6

V (m)5TrF
6
V (e2bHV1bmN) denotes the partition function. As i

well known ~see, for example, Ref. 19!we have

J1
V ~m!5)

k
~12e2be~k!1bm!21, ~II.6!

J2
V ~m!5)

k
~11e2be~k!1bm!. ~II.7!

The infinite-volume thermal state is defined through the limit
 2011 to 128.6.62.225. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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^•&5 lim
V↗Rd

^•&V ~II.8!

when taking averages of local observables~Ref. 18, Sec. 2.6!.
Taking the infinite volume limit of~II.6! and ~II.7! one obtains the grand canonical pressu

p«~m!5 lim
V↗Rd

logJ«
V~m!

buVu
52

«

b~2p!d E ddk log ~12«e2be~k!1bm! ~II.9!

and the average density

r«~m!5
dp«

dm
~m!5

1

~2p!d E ddk
1

ebe~k!2bm2«
. ~II.10!

Herep2 is real analytic on the whole axis, whereasp1 is real analytic only form,0 and has a
finite limit as m→02 . For convenience, we definep1(m)5` for m.0. The slope ofp1 at 02

is related to the Bose–Einstein condensation. We set

rc5r1~02!5
1

~2p!d E ddk
1

ebe~k!21
. ~II.11!

By the properties ofe(k), rc5` for d<g, and is finite otherwise. Hererc is the maximal density
of the normal fluid and any surplus density is condensed into thek50 ground state. To simplify
the notation we userc also in the case of an ideal Fermi fluid, setting it equal to`.

The infinite system is assumed to be in a pure thermal state, obtained through the limi~II.8!
at the reference chemical potentialm. In this state the average density isr̄5r(m),rc . We define
the translated pressureby

g«,m~l!5g«~l!5p«~m1l!2p«~m!. ~II.12!

Hereg« is convex up, increasing,g(0)50, andg«8(0)5r̄. For large negative values we have

lim
l→`

g«~l!52p«~m!, lim
l→2`

g«8~l!50, ~II.13!

whereas for positive values

lim
l→`

g2~l!5`, lim
l→`

g28 ~l!5` ~II.14!

in the case of fermions and

lim
l→2m

g1~l!5p1~0!2p1~m!, lim
l→2m

g18 ~l!5rc ~II.15!

for bosons, withg1(l)5` for l.2m.
We define therate function f« as the Legendre transform ofg« , i.e.,

f «,m~x!5 f «~x!5 inf
lPR

~g«~l!2lx!5g«~lo!2lox. ~II.16!

Herelo5lo(x) is the minimizer ofg(l)2lx, which is unique by convexity. Forx<0 we have
lo52`. For 0,x,rc , it is determined byg8(lo)5x, while for x>rc we havelo52m. This
shows thatf (x)52` on the half-line$x,0% and finite elsewhere. In particular,f is convex down,
strictly convex for 0,x,rc , and f 1(x)5p(0)2p(m)1mx, for x>rc , as a trace of the Bose–
Einstein condensation.
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Let us now consider a small subvolumeL of our ~already infinite!containerV. The precise
shape ofL plays no role, only the ‘‘surface area’’ should be small compared to its volumeuLu.
Thus, byL↗Rd we mean a sequence of subdomains such that for eachL there exists a subsetL8
of L with uL8u/uLu→1 and dist (L8,Rd\L)→`.

Let NL be the number operator for the particles inL. With respect tô •&, NL has some
probability distribution. We follow the usual practice and use the same symbolNL to denote also
the corresponding random variable. Its distribution is indicated byP, averages again bŷ•&.

We are now in a position to state the main result.
Theorem II.1: Let b.0 and m,0 for BE, resp.mPR for FD. Then, for any interval I

5@a,b#,

lim
L↗Rd

1

buLu
logP~$NLPuLuI %!5sup

xPI
f «,m~x!.

III. LARGE DEVIATIONS IN THE DENSITY

In this section we explain how Theorem II.1 follows from the asymptotic behavior of
generating function̂eblNL&« .

Lemma III.1: There exists almax(L) such that ^eblNL&«,` for all l,lmax(L) and
^eblNL&«5` for all l>lmax(L). For FD we havelmax(L)5`, whereas for BElmax(L),` with
lmax(L)↘2m, as L↗Rd.

Theorem III.2: The limit

lim
L↗Rd

log ^eblNL&«

buLu
5g«,m~L!, ~III.1!

including any finite number of derivatives, exists uniformly on compacts ofR for FD, resp. of
~2`, 2m! for BE.

These results are proved in Secs. IV and V.
Inferring Theorem II.1 from our information on the generating function is a standard argu

from the theory of LD7,6 ~at least for subcritical densitiesa,rc ; the casea>rc requires more
effort!.

The probability of the event in question can be rewritten as

QL5P~$NLPuLuI %!5^x uLuI~NL!&, ~III.2!

wherexA is the indicator function of the setA#R. To make this event typical we introduce th
modified average

^•&l5
1

Zl
^•eblNL&, ~III.3!

wherel,lmax and the partition functionZl5^eblNL&. With respect to this new state,~III.2! can
be expressed as

QL5Zl^e2blNLx uLuI~NL!&l . ~III.4!

The upper bound forQL comes from the exponential Chebychev inequality,

QL<^ebl~NL2auLu!&5Zle2blauLu ~III.5!

for any 0,l,lmax. As regards the lower bound we have to distinguish between two case
Case 1: a,rc . One uses~II.13!–~II.15! to show that there exists alo,lmax such that

g8(lo)5a. Differentiating~III.1! twice w.r.t.l we obtain
 2011 to 128.6.62.225. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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lim
L↗Rd

^Nl&lo

uLu
5g8~lo!5r~m1lo!5a, ~III.6!

lim
L↗Rd

b

uLu @^NL
2 &lo

2~^NL&lo
!2#5

dr

dm
~m1lo!, ~III.7!

which is finite. This means that the event$NL'uLua% is typical for the new state and a law o
large numbers holds. Notice thatlo.0, sincer is strictly increasing inm. From ~III.4!, ;c
P(a,b),

QL>Zlo
^e2bloNLx uLu@a,c#~NL!&lo

>Zlo
e2blocuLu^x uLu@a,c#~NL!&lo

>aZlo
e2bloculu

~III.8!

for someaP(0,1) anduLu large. In fact,^x uLu@a,c#(NL)&l0
→ 1

2, asL↗Rd. Therefore we obtain
from ~III.17!, ~III.20! and Theorem III.2:

g~lo!2loc1o~1!<
logQL

buLu
<g~lo!2loa1o~1!. ~III.9!

SincecP(a,b) is arbitrary, we conclude that

lim
L↗Rd

logQL

buLu
5g~lo!2loa5 f ~a!5 sup

xP@a,b#

f ~x!, ~III.10!

wheref is the rate function defined in~II.16!. lo is the same as in the definition of the Legend
transform~II.16!, because of~III.6!. The last equality comes from the convexity off.

Case 2: a>rc . In this case the problem is that one cannot find afixedlo that verifies~III.6!.
As we will show later, it is nevertheless possible, for each finiteL, to choose alL such that the
average density isa, i.e.,^NL&lL

5auLu. However,a might not correspond to the typical densi
in the limit L↗Rd, in the sense that no law of large numbers like~III.7! is guaranteed. Therefore
establishing a lower bound forQL is not so immediate in this case, and we need the follow
lemma.

Lemma III.3: For every subdomainL,Rd and every a.0, there exists a uniquelL

5lL(a) such that̂ NL&lL
5auLu. If a>rc , then

lim
L↗Rd

lL52m; ~III.11!

lim
L↗Rd

logZlL

buLu
5g~2m!; ~III.12!

lim inf
L↗Rd

1

uLu
ln ^x@auLu,auLu11!~NL!&lL

50. ~III.13!

The above is proven in Sec. VI.
Now, the first two lines of~III.8! are still valid, withlL replacingl0 . Taking the log and

dividing by uLu, one obtains, via~III.13!, the first inequality in~III.9!, again forlL . The second
inequality comes for free from Case 1. Finally,~III.11! and ~III.12! are used to show that

lim
L↗Rd

logQL

buLu
5g~2m!1ma5 f ~a!5 sup

xP@a,b#

f ~x!, ~III.14!
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yielding the linear part of the BE rate function. Q.E.D.
Theorem III.2 also implies the central limit theorem for the density inL.
Corollary III.4: Under the assumptions of Theorem II.1, the moments of the variablejL

5(NL2^NL&)/uLu1/2 converge, asL↗Rd, to those of a Gaussian with varianceb21(dr/dm)
3(m).

Proof: The kth cumulant ofjL is given by

CL~k!5
1

bkuLuk/2 F dk

dlk log ^eblNL&G
l50

, ~III.15!

k>2. From Theorem III.2,CL(2)→b21g9(0)5b21(dr/dm)(m), whereas, fork.2, CL(k)
→0. Also CL(1)50. These limits are the cumulants of a centered Gaussian variable wit
specified variance. Q.E.D

IV. GENERATING FUNCTION

We derive a determinant formula for the generating function^eblNL&« . With its help we
prove the claims of Lemma III.1. We will see in the next section that it is convenient to intro
the variablesz5ebl and z̃5z21.

By ~II.4!, we have

2bHV1bmNV5^au~2bhV1bm1V!ua&5^auAVua&, ~IV.1!

blNL5^aublxLua&5^auBLua&, ~IV.2!

which defineAV and BL as linear operators onL2(V). Here and in the sequel the indicat
function xL stands for the corresponding multiplication operator, i.e., the projector ontoL2(L).
We use the following identity.

Lemma IV.1: Let A, B be self-adjoint and bounded from above. Then there exists a self-a
operator C such that eAeBeA5eC and

e^auAua&e^auBua&e^auAua&5e^auCua&

for both BE and FD.
Proof: See the Appendix.
Let us apply Lemma IV.1 withA5AV/2 andB5BL , after a symmetrization of the densit

matrix in ~II.5!. This and definition~II.8! yield

^eblNL&5 lim
V↗Rd

TrF
2
V ~e^auCua&!

TrF
2
V ~e^auAVua&!

. ~IV.3!

Evaluating the trace of a quadratic form inai* ,aj is a standard calculation for both BE and FD
Let us consider first the case of fermions. For a self-adjoint operatorA on L2(V) such thateA is
trace-class, we have

TrF
2
V ~e^auAua&!5detV ~1V1eA!5det~11xVeAxV!, ~IV.4!

where detV is the determinant onL2(V) and det the determinant onL2(Rd). We resort here to the
theory of infinite determinants, as found, e.g., in Ref. 20, Sec. XIII.17.eAV is obviously trace-
class, and so iseC, sinceeBL is bounded. Using the definition ofC, we obtain
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detV ~1V1eC!

detV ~1V1eAV!
5detV @~1V1eAV!21~1V1eAV/2eBLeAV/2!#

5detV @1V1~1V1eAV!21eAV/2~eBL21V!eAV/2#

5det@11 z̃xLDV,2xL#, ~IV.5!

where DV,25(11eAV)21eAV. We used the fact thateBL5(ebl21)xL115 z̃xL11 and the
cyclicity of the trace in the definition of the determinant. Finally, from~IV.3! and ~IV.5!,

^eblNL&25 lim
V↗Rd

det@11 z̃xLDV,2xL#. ~IV.6!

One would like to take the limit onV inside the determinant by replacingDV,2 with the
corresponding operator onL2(Rd) defined as

~D2ĉ !~k!5d2̂~k!ĉ~k!, ~D2c!~x!5E dy d2~y2x!c~y!, ~IV.7!

where ˆ denotes the Fourier transform and

d2̂~k!5
1

11eb„e~k!2m…

. ~IV.8!

Notice thatd2̂PL1(Rd) by our assumptions one(k) and sod2PL`(Rd). Moreover,~II.3! en-
sures thatd2PL1(Rd).

By Ref. 20, Sec. XIII.17, Lemma 4~d!, one has to establish thatxLDV,2xL tends toxLD2xL

in the trace norm.
Lemma IV.2: Let dˆ be a continuous integrable function onRd. We define D through~IV.7! as

a linear operator acting on L2(Rd). Furthermore, we define DV by DVuk&5d̂(k)uk& on L2(V) and
by DV50 on the orthogonal complement L2(Rd\V). Then, forL,V, xLDVxL and xLDxL are
trace class, and

lim
V↗Rd

TruxL~DV2D !xLu50.

Proof: See the Appendix.
We conclude that

^zNL&25det~11 z̃xLD2xL!, ~IV.9!

with z̃5z21.
For bosons we proceed in the same way, except that~IV.4! is replaced by

TrF
1
V ~e^auAua&!5detV ~1V2eA!21, ~IV.10!

requiring in additionieAi,1. In fact, forieAi>1, the lhs of~IV.10! is `, whereas the rhs migh
be finite if 1 is not an eigenvalue of the trace-class operatoreA. In our case, by assumptio
ieAVi,1. As for eC, the function

l°ieCi5i~ebl21!eAV/2xLeAV/21eAVi ~IV.11!

is increasing andlmax(L) is defined to be thatl which makes it equal to 1. Since the rhs of~IV.11!
is increasing inL and its sup iseblieAVi5eb(l1m), then one checks thatlmax(L)↘2m, as
L↗Rd. Therefore, following the computation for FD, we have
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^zNL&15 lim
V↗Rd

det~12eC!21

det~12eAV!21 5det~11 z̃xLD1xL!21, ~IV.12!

for l,lmax and ` otherwise. HereD1 , the limit of DV,15(eAV21)21eAV, is defined as in
~IV.7! with

d1̂~k!5
1

12eb„e~k!2m…

. ~IV.13!

Equation~IV.12! is the analog of~IV.9! and proves Lemma III.1.

V. INFINITE VOLUME LIMIT

Instead of the chemical potential, in this section we use the fugacityz5ebm, regarding it as a
complex variable. This will come in handy for the proof of Theorem III.2. The variablesz and z̃,
defined at the beginning of the previous section, will also be extended to the complex plane.
setup the translated pressure~II.12! becomes

gz~z!5p~zz!2p~z!, ~V.1!

where, with a slight abuse of notation, we keep the same name for the pressure as a functio
fugacity.

Expressions~II.9! and ~II.10! for the pressure and the average density define two ana
functions ofm in

E15$Rem,0%ø$Rem>0,ImmÞ2p j /b,; j PZ%, ~V.2!

E25$Rem,0%ø$Rem>0,ImmÞ~2 j 11!p/b,; j PZ%. ~V.3!

Henceg«(z) is analytic in

G15C\@z21,1`!; G25C\~2`,2z21#. ~V.4!

We proceed to give the proof of Theorem III.2. LetK,G« be a compact set in the comple
plane. We chooseK such thatL5KùR1 is also compact, since its image through the funct
z°l verifies the hypotheses of the theorem. Our argument, however, is valid for anyK. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that 1PK.

For z restricted toGeùR1, let us define

f«,z
L ~z!5

1

uLu
log ^zNL&«,z52

«

uLu
Tr log ~11 z̃xLD«xL! ~V.5!

according to~IV.9! and ~IV.12!. The proof of Theorem III.2 will be subdivided into three step

~1! f«
L can be analytically continued toG« .

~2! There is a positiver such thatfL(z) converges uniformly tobgz(z) for uz21u<r .
~3! ufLu is uniformly bounded onK. Therefore, by Vitali’s lemma~Ref. 21, Sec. 5.21!,fL and

any finite number of its derivatives converge uniformly onK.

Step 1:We leave the proof of the following lemma for the Appendix.
Lemma V.1: The functionf«

L(z), as defined by the trace in~V.5!, is analytic in G« .
Step 2:Expanding the log in~V.5! one has, foru z̃u,iD«i21,

f«
L~ z̃11!52

«

uLu
Tr (

m51

`
~21!m21

m
~ z̃xLD«xL!m. ~V.6!
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We would like to interchange the summation with the trace. To do so, we need domi
convergence for the series:

u z̃xLD«xLum<u z̃umiD«im21~xLD«xL!. ~V.7!

SinceuLu21 Tr (xLD«xL)5d«(0) ~see proof of Lemma IV.2 in the Appendix!, each term of~V.6!

is bounded by a term of an integrable series independent ofL. Therefore, for the samez̃ ’s as
above,

f«
L~ z̃11!52« (

m51

`
~21!m21z̃m

m

1

uLu
Tr ~xLD«xL!m. ~V.8!

Suppose that we are able to prove that

lim
L↗Rd

1

uLu
Tr ~xLD«xL!m5E dk @ d̂«~k!#m, ~V.9!

with a rest bounded above bymRm for some positive constantR. Then, using~IV.8! and~IV.13!,
we would have that, for anyr ,min $iDei21,R21%, uniformly for u z̃u<r ,

lim
L↗Rd

f«
L~ z̃11!52« (

m51

`
~21!m21z̃m

m E dk S 1

12«z21eb«~k!D m

52«E dk log S 11
z21

12«z21eb«~k!D
52«E dk log S 12«zze2b«~k!

12«ze2b«~k! D 5bgz~ z̃11!, ~V.10!

the last equality coming from~II.9!. This would complete Step 2.
Let us pursue this project. One sees that

~V.11!

The normalized integration overx1 is harmless since, by translation invariance, the integrand d
not depend on that variable. On the other hand, it is not hard to verify that

1

uLu
Tr ~xLD«xL!m5

1

uLu EL
dx1 ^x1u~xLD«xL!mux1&

5
1

uLu EL
dx1E

L
dx2 d«~x12x2! . . . E

L
dxm d«~xm212xm!d«~xm2x1!.

~V.12!

In view of ~V.9!, we want to compare~V.11! with ~V.12!. We observe that
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~V.13!

Subtracting~V.11! from ~V.12! leads then tom21 terms of the form

1

uLu EL
dx1E

Lc
dx2 d«~x12x2! . . . E

Am

dxm d«~xm212xm!d«~xm2x1!, ~V.14!

where the setsA3 ,...,Am can be eitherRd or L. Equation ~V.14! holds because, due to th
cyclicity of the integration variables, one can cyclically permute the order of integration wit
touching the integrand. We overestimate by switching to absolute values and integratingx3 ,...,xm

over Rd,

1

uLu EL
dx1 ~xLc2x1

ud«u!* ud«u* . . . * ud«u)~x1!5
1

uLu EL
dx1 uL~x1!, ~V.15!

which definesuL(x1). To estimate this function, we use recursively the relationi f * gi`

<i f i`igi1 and obtain

uL~x1!<id«i1
m21 sup

Lc2x1

ud«u. ~V.16!

Recalling now the definition ofL8 given before the statement of Theorem II.1, one sees tha
x1PL8 andyPLc2x1 , thenuyu→` asL↗Rd. Hence, from~V.16!,

sup sup
x1PL8 m>1

id«i1
2m11uL~x1!→0. ~V.17!

Also from ~V.16!, pointwise in x1 ,

sup
m>1

id«i1
2m11uL~x1!<id«i` . ~V.18!

When we average overx1PL, the last two relations and the properties ofL8 prove that

lim
L↗Rd

sup
m>1

id«i1
2m11 1

uLu EL
dx1 uL~x1!50. ~V.19!

This takes care of each term as in~V.14!, and we havem21 of these terms. Hence~V.9! holds
with R5id«i1 . This ends Step 2.

Step 3:Again we expand~V.5! in powers ofz̃, but this time about a genericz̃0PG«21 @see
~V.4!#. We obtain

1

uLu
Tr log ~11 z̃xLD«xL!5

1

uLu
Tr log ~11 z̃0xLD«xL!1

1

uLu
Tr (

m51

`
~21!m21

m

3~~11 z̃0xLD«xL!21xLD«xL!m~ z̃2 z̃0!m. ~V.20!

Let us estimate this series. First of all, using some spectral theory~Ref. 22, Sec. 7.4!,

i~11 z̃0xLD«xL!21i<@dist„1,s~2 z̃0xLD«xL!…#21<@dist„1,s~2 z̃0D«!…#21, ~V.21!

since we know from definitions~IV.7!, ~IV.8!, and ~IV.13! that
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s~xLD2xL!,@0,ixLD2xLi #,@0,iD2i #5s~D2!5@0,1/~11z21!#, ~V.22!

s~xLD1xL!,@2ixLD1xLi ,0#,@2iD1i ,0#5s~D1!5@1/~12z21!,0#. ~V.23!

Repeating the same reasoning as in Step 2, we use the above to exchange the trace
summation in~V.20!—which is legal for smallu z̃2 z̃0u as to be determined shortly. This yields
new series, whosemth term is bounded above by

@dist„1,s~2 z̃0D«!…#2miD«im21d«~0!u z̃2 z̃0um5a~b~ z̃0!u z̃2 z̃0u!m, ~V.24!

whered«(0)5uLu21 Tr (xLD«xL). Hence, in view of~V.5!, ~V.20! implies

uf«
L~ z̃11!u<uf«

L~ z̃011!u1a
b~ z̃0!u z̃2 z̃0u

12b~ z̃0!u z̃2 z̃0u
<uf«

L~ z̃011!u1a, ~V.25!

for u z̃2 z̃0u<„2b( z̃0)…21.
The crucial fact is thatb( z̃)21 stays away from zero whenz̃ is away from the boundary o

G«21. This can be seen via the following argument, exploiting~V.24! and~V.22! and~V.23!. In
the FD cases(2 z̃0D2) is a segment that has one endpoint at the origin and the phase of2 z̃0 is
the angle it forms with the positive semi-axis. This means that, as long asz̃0 does not go anywhere
near the negative semi-axis, we are safe. Forz̃0P(2z2121,0) @see~V.4!#, s(2 z̃0D2) is con-
tained inRo

1 . However, notice from~V.22! that the other endpoint is located at2 z̃0 /(11z21)
,1. For BE the reasoning is analogous, except that in this case the phase ofz̃0 is the angle
betweens(2 z̃0D1) and Ro

1 . Therefore the ‘‘safe’’ span is the complement of the posit
semi-axis. Also, ifz̃0P(0,z2121) @again see~V.4!#, the ‘‘floating’’ endpoint ofs(2 z̃0D1) is
found atz̃0 /(z2121),1.

With the above estimate we can use~V.25! recursively. If u z̃0u<r , from Step 2,uf«
L( z̃0

11)u<M , for someM, sincef«
L converges uniformly there. Then, from~V.25!, we have that

uf«
L( z̃111)u<M1a, for any z̃1 such that u z̃12 z̃0u,„2b( z̃0)…21. Proceeding, we see tha

uf«
L( z̃k11)u<M1ka, wheneveru z̃k2 z̃k21u,„2b( z̃k21)…21. In this way we will coverK in

finitely many steps since it keeps at a certain distance from the boundary ofG« and the„b( z̃k)…
21

are bounded below. This completes Step 3, i.e.,f«
L(z) is bounded onK and Vitali’s lemma can be

applied. Q.E.D.

VI. SUPERCRITICAL DENSITIES

For bosons in high dimension, Theorem III.2 is not enough to establish the LD resu
supercritical densities. In this section we prove Lemma III.3. In particular, we derive a u
property of the distribution ofNL , w.r.t. the statê•&lL

, with lL chosen as stated in the lemm
«511 will be understood in the reminder.

Letting the chemical potential go to zero in such a way that the average density re
constant~and bigger thanrc) is the usual way to proceed in the theory of Bose–Einst
condensation.19,23,24 The limiting distribution of the global densityNV /uVu is called the Kac
distribution, and has been derived for several choices ofV, e(k), andd.23–26,9We do not go as far
in this paper. It is safe to say, however, that there is no reason to expect the distribution ofNL /uLu
to become degenerate@which would make~III.13! trivial#.

Proof of Lemma III.3:Using a sloppy notation, let us writefL(l) for fL(ebNL) @see defi-
nition ~V.5!#. Differentiating this function, we get the mean density in the modified state: Fl
,lmax,
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rL~l!5
dfL

dl
~l!5

1

uLu
^NLeblNL&

^eblNL&
5

^NL&l

uLu
, ~VI.1!

since, by virtue of Lemma III.1, we can use dominated convergence to differentiate insid
average. Likewise,

vL~l!5
drL

dl
~l!5

1

uLu @^NL
2 &l2~^NL&l!2#. ~VI.2!

Thus,rL(l) is increasing. The proof of Lemma III.1 gives that liml→lmax
rL(l)51`. It is also

clear that liml→2`rL(l)50. The above implies the existence and uniqueness oflL such that
rL(lL)5a.

Let us fix a>rc . Theorem III.2 states in particular that, ifL↗Rd, then rL(l)→r(l)
,rc , for l,2m. This and Lemma III.1 yield~III.11!.

Continuing, let us choose somel1,2m. From~III.11!, l1<lL , for L big enough. Using the
monotonicity offL andrL,

fL~lL!2fL~l1!5rL~l̄ !~lL2l1!<a~lL2l1!, ~VI.3!

where l̄P(l1 ,lL) is given by Lagrange’s mean value theorem. Due tol1 being arbitrary,
Theorem III.2 and~VI.3! imply

lim
L↗Rd

fL~lL!5 lim
l1→2m

bg~l1!5bg~2m!. ~VI.4!

This is precisely~III.22!.
The proof of ~III.13! is more elaborate. Looking at~IV.12! and the immediately following

definition of DV,1 , we can write

xLD1xL5~e2b~hL8 2m1L!21L!21e2b~hL8 2m1L!, ~VI.5!

which introduces a new one-particle HamiltonianhL8 on L2(L). By Lemma IV.2,xLDxL is
trace-class, hence it has discrete spectrum. With the help of~V.23!, we see that~VI.5! can be
solved forhL8 . Thus,hL8 is well defined and has the same spectral decomposition asxLDxL . In
particular,s(hL8 ) is discrete. The eigenvalues ofhL8 are indicated bye j85e j8(L), and are assumed
to be in increasing order.

The idea behind this definition is to eliminate the cutoffxL in Eq. ~IV.12!, which is respon-
sible for all the complications in the proof of Theorem III.2, and is the only manifestation tha
are dealing with LD inL. The effective HamiltonianhL8 allows one to think of a system of fre
bosons in the containerL and apply the available results for global fluctuations.23,27,9The draw-
back is that in general we have no precise information abouts(hL8 ). Even so, it is possible to
determine the ground state ofhL8 . In fact, by ~VI.5!,

1L1~ebl21L!xLDxL5~1L2e2b~hL8 2m1L!!21~1L2e2b~hL8 2~m1l!1L!! ~VI.6!

~cf. Step 2 in Sec. V!. SincexLDxL is negative, the inf of the lhs of~VI.6! ~in the sense of the
quadratic form!is a decreasing function ofl, and attains zero atlmax. This is so by the very
definition oflmax—see~IV.11! and~IV.12!. On the other hand, the inf of the rhs of~VI.6! is zero

if, and only if, e2b(e082m2l)51, where

e08~L!5lmax~L!1m.0. ~VI.7!

Let w j denote the eigenfunction relative toe j8 ,Pj the corresponding projector inL2(L), and
aj* the creation operator onFV. We introduceNL

( j )5aj* aj , the operator for the number of pa
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ticles in the statew j . $NL
( j )% is a commuting family andNL5( j 50

` NL
( j ) . We want to verify that

these operators behave like independent random variables w.r.t.^•&l . We can study their joint
generating function, employing the same techniques as in Sec. IV. In fact, forh j bounded, define
BL8 5( jh j Pj1blxL and replace~IV.2! with

^auBL8 ua&5(
j 50

`

h jNL
~ j !1blNL . ~VI.8!

One verifies that, inL2(V) or in L2(Rd),eBL8 5( je
h j 1blPj112xL . In particular eBL8 21

5xL(eBL8 21)xL . This allows us to proceed as in~IV.12!, and write

Zl^e( jh jNL
~ j !

&l5^e^auBL8 ua&&5 lim
V↗Rd

det@11~eBL8 21!xLDVxL#21. ~VI.9!

Taking the above limit is slightly more complicated than the corresponding computation in

IV. SinceeBL8 21 is bounded,

Tru~eBL8 21!xL~DV2D !xLu<ieBL8 21i TruxL~DV2D !xLu. ~VI.10!

One then applies Lemma IV.2 and Ref. 20, Sec. XIII.17, Lemma 4~d!, so that~VI.9! gives

^e( jh jNL
~ j !

&l5Zl
21 det@11~eBL8 21!xLDxL#21

5Zl
21 detL @1L1~eBL8 21L!~e2b~hL8 2m1L!21L!21e2b~hL8 2m1L!#21

5)
j 50

`
12e2b~e j82m2l!

12e2b~e j82m2l!1h j
, ~VI.11!

having used~IV.12! and ~VI.6! to expressZl .
This shows that theNL

( j )’s represent a set of independent, geometrically distributed ran

variables, with averages^NL
( j )&l5(eb(e j82m2l)21)21. At this point we can apply Ref. 27, Lemm

2, to NL
(0) andNL2NL

(0) . We obtain

^x@auLu,auLu11!~NL!&lL
>

1

auLu
e2b~e08~L!2m2lL!~auLu12!. ~VI.12!

Assertion~III.13! is derived from~VI.12! via ~III.11!, ~VI.7! and Lemma III.1. Q.E.D.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS

1. Relativistic massless particles

We prove that the energy dispersione(k)5cuku satisfies our assumptions. The only conditi
to be checked is~II.3!, that is, the Fourier transform ofk°(eb(cuku2m)2«)21 is in L1(Rd). This
is a consequence of the following.

Lemma A.1: Let f:@0,1`)→C be of Schwartz class. With the common abuse of notat

denote by fˆ (uju) the Fourier transform of f(uxu), for x, jPRd. Then, for some positive C,
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f̂ ~ uju!<
C

ujud11 .

Proof: For simplicity let us writej5uju. The Fourier transform of a radial function is

f̂ ~j!5
~2p!d/2

jd/221 E
0

`

dr f ~r !r d/2Jd/221~r j!, ~A1!

cf. Ref. 28, Chap. IV, Thm. 3.3, whereJn is the standard Bessel function of ordern.29 One has

Jn~x!'
xn

2nG~n11!
~A2!

for x→0, whereas

Jn~x!5A 2

px FcosS x2
2n11

4
p D1g~x!G , ~A3!

with g(x)→0 for x→`. Using the relation

E
0

x

dt tnJn21~ t !5xnJn~x!, ~A4!

we integrate~A1! by parts repeatedly, taking into account also~A2! and the hypothesis onf. After
n integrations we get, up to constants,n terms of the form

1

jd/21n21 E
0

`

dr f ~ i !~r !r d/22n1 iJd/21n21~r j!, ~A5!

with i 51,...,n. For our purposes it suffices to iterate up ton>d/212. In fact, if i is such that
d/22n1 i .2d, then in ~A5! we can estimate the Bessel function by a constant. The inte
converges by the rapid decay off ( i ) and the whole term is of the orderj2d21 or better. For
smaller values ofi, the estimate uses~A2!, for xP@0,a#, and~A3! otherwise. Sinceu f ( i )u<c, ~A5!
is bounded by

A

jd/21n21 E
0

a/j

dr r d/22n1 i~r j!d/21n211
B

jd/21n21 E
a/j

`

dr r d/22n1 i~r j!21/2'
1

jd1 i , ~A6!

the second integral being convergent because of the choice ofi. Q.E.D.

2. Proof of Lemma IV.1

As before, we set«561, according to either bosons or fermions. A generalf PL2(V) can be
expanded in the Fourier basis asf 5(kf kuk&. The corresponding creation operator is then defin
by

a~ f !* 5 (
kPV8

f kak* . ~A7!

For the sake of simplicity, we denoteA5^auAua&5( i j Ai j ai* aj ~same forB!. Recalling the ca-
nonical ~anti!commutation relations,

@ai , aj* #2«5aiaj* 2«aj* ai5d i j ;

~A8!
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@ai , aj #2«5aiaj2«ajai50,

one calculates that

@A, a~ f !* #5a~A f !* , ~A9!

and in exponential form

etAa~ f !* e2tA5a~etAf !* . ~A10!

Now, let u0& be the ground state ofFV. For nPN, and f 1 , f 2 ,...,f nPL2(V), the finite linear
combinations of the states

u f 1 , f 2 ,...,f n&5a~ f 1!* a~ f 2!* . . . a~ f n!* u0& ~A11!

are dense inF, which is another way of stating thatu0& is cyclic w.r.t. the algebra generated by th
creation operators. Therefore, we need only test our assertion on vectors of the type~A11!. Using
~A10! with t51, and observing thatAu0&50, we obtain

eAu f 1 ,...,f n&5eAa~ f 1!* e2A . . . eAa~ f n!* e2Au0&5a~eAf 1!* . . . a~eAf n!* u0&5ueAf 1 ,...,eAf n&.
~A12!

The existence ofC is a consequence of the spectral theorem. We callC the corresponding qua
dratic form inai* ,aj . Through the repeated use of~A12!, one checks that applyingeAeBeA to the
states~A11! is the same as applyingeC. The semiboundedness ofA andB ensures that the domai
of their exponentials is the wholeL2(V) and all quantities are well defined. Q.E.D

3. Proof of Lemma IV.2

For any symmetric operatorA,xL8 AxL<xLuAuxL . Hence uxLAxLu<xLuAuxL and
Tr uxLAxLu<TrL uAu. WhenA5DV , the convergence of the trace is proven by writing the furt
estimate TrLuDVu<TrVuDVu and then summing an integrable sequence of discrete eigenvalue
A5D, one uses the Dirac-delta representation of the trace to find out that TrL uDu
5uLu(2p)2d*dkud̂u. The first assertion of the lemma has been proven.

As for the second part, let us write

Tr ~ uxL~DV2D !xLu!5Tr ~UxL~DV2D !xL!5TrV ~UxLDVxL!2Tr ~UxLDxL!5Tl2T,
~A13!

whereU is the partial isometryL2(L)→L2(L) that realizes the spectral decomposition as in R
20, Thm. IV.10. It is convenient to use the position representation for the bases. So,c (k)(x)
5eik•x and, as defined in Sec. II,cV

(k)5c (k)xV . Let us work onTl : using the cyclicity of the trace
one obtains

Tl5
1

l d (
kPV8

^cV
~k!uxLUxLDVucV

~k!&

5
1

l d (
kPV8

d̂~k!^cV
~k!uxLUxLucV

~k!&

5
1

l d (
kPV8

d̂~k!^c~k!uxLUxLuc~k!&, ~A14!

the last equality being due to the presence of the indicator functionsxL . In complete analogy with
the above,
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T5
1

~2p!d E dk d̂~k!^c~k!uxLUxLuc~k!&. ~A15!

Sinceu^c (k)uxLUxLuc (k)&u<uLu, it is obvious that~A14! tends to~A15! for l→`. Q.E.D.

4. Proof of Lemma V.1

With regard to~IV.9! and ~IV.12!, det (11z̃xL D«xL) is entire in z̃ ~hence inz! by Ref. 20,
Sec. XIII.17, Lemma 4~c!. In order to evaluate its log~on the suitable Riemann surface! we need
to avoid the zeros. Using Ref. 20, Thm. XIII. 106, we want to make sure thats(2 z̃xLDexL) does
not hit 1. Step 3 in Sec. IV@see in particular formulas~V.22! and~V.23! and the last paragraphs
shows that this is never the case ifz̃¹(2`,2z2121) for FD, or z̃¹@z2121,1`) for
BE. Q.E.D.

Actually, we can say more. Consider FD, just to fix the ideas. We see from~V.22! that the
‘‘floating’’ endpoint of s(2 z̃xLD2xL) is strictly contained in the segment„0,2z̃/(11z21)…,
which means thatz̃ is allowed to exceed slightlyG221, as given by~V.4!, without any vanishing
of ~IV.9!. For bosons this is related to Lemma III.1. In this case the ‘‘forbidden region’

@ z̃max,1`), wherez̃max5eblmax21 ~see also the proof of Lemma III.3!.
In conclusion, for each finiteL, the domain of analyticity offe

L(z) is indeed strictly bigger
thanG« .
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